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I woke up at 5:55 A.M. with the words, "Transmissions from
Home!" How it All Began - The California sun was still below
the horizon, and after a long complex dream of being in
someone else's house and realizing it was time for me to
leave. I got up and went into my office to receive this
transmission. I am ready for your transmission now. Would
you please send me your message? Then I heard the words
again, "Transmissions from Home." In my mind's eye, I saw a
man sitting at a desk looking like a newscaster. He was
blonde and had on a uniform, which I thought looked like the
Uniform of a member of the Galactic Federation. His uniform
was white and gold with an insignia over his heart. There
were also golden adornments on his shoulders, and his collar
was straight up, like a military uniform. In fact, it was a dress
military uniform, but not from our military. After hearing twice
that he had "Transmissions from Home," I turned on my
computer, put my hands over the keyboard and prepared my
consciousness for his message by saying, "I am ready for
your transmission." I was surprised when the first message
came from a female named, Mytria.
There were just the two of us on the ship. I had not been on
the ship very long when I had my first experience of the
Mothership's Oversoul. I had been there long enough,
however, to understand that the ship was a living,
multidimensional being.
The first book in the Awakening series. Ingrid Barendselives a
normal life, working as a maintenanceadministrator in
Holland. Unknown to her colleagues,Ingrid secretly yearns for
a deeper understanding of theuniverse and after a message
appears on her powered downcomputer screen from the
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mysterious POWAH, she starts ona journey to ......
What does it take to awaken? Is Astral Project dangerous?
What will it take to be part of the Ascension? All these
questions and many more are answered in this ongoing
series of books called Ascension Chronicle - Journey Of Self
Realization. If you truly want to fully awaken and secure your
spot in the upcoming Ascension, then you want to know what
will be required of you during this time leading up to the
event. This book series will take you by the hand and prepare
you step by step to get your state of being and your
consciousness in the right place. In this particular book two:
Awakening, we will discuss the following topics: - Meditation How to do it properly and safely. - Astral Projection - Is it
really dangerous? - Lucid Dreaming - Do people Astral
Project or only Lucid Dream. - Diet - what is the proper diet
for the Ascension? If you are serious about awakening and
the Ascension, then you must read this book! Continue to join
me on the Journey Of Self Realization! In Love And Light
C.B. Thompson
Sixteen-year-old Erik has no idea how much his life would
change with the arrival of Artemus, the weird new kid with
bronze eyes. Erik begins to hear voices in his head and
experience brief flashes of rage that give him superhuman
strength. The shocking truth is then revealed-he is an angel.
On his seventeenth birthday, Erik must complete his
Ascension to become a full-fledged angel. Failure to ascend
would mean descending into depression and even suicide.
It's up to Angel Artemus to train him and prepare him for his
special day. But as always, evil stands in the way of good.
Jadzia, the alluring queen of the devil, is determined to
snatch Erik for Satan's army and she would do anything to
get him-even using the girl he loves. Erik's destiny is tied in
the ultimate battle between good and evil. The question iswhich side will Erik choose? Unravel the intriguing answer in
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Ascension...
Death is not always the end. Lucas Wade discovers this when
he awakens in the land of Eden, the place for souls whose
final path has not yet been decided. While he tries to find his
way in this new existence he searches for the love that was
taken from him so long ago; all the while forces beyond his
comprehension plot to draw him into the ancient conflict
between Heaven and Hell. He has no desire to get involved,
but fate and an ancient family secret have already set his
path for him.
I want YOU to try 2020 Ascension Group Diary in
conversation with me. Either as a novice, or amongst
knowledgeable + experienced support groups/person(s) to
aid your spiritual journey. This can be either online or face-toface. I say this at my risk, as I know the spiritual information
works but you don't ...yet! 2020 sits as the spiritual
preparation number 4, but it also holds much more than that.
Four indicates that your spiritual team are most present
around you. Get ready with your plan preparations. Get ready
for change. Get ready for ascension throughout 2020. Get
ready for the gathering. Get ready for the connections. You
may not want to use the diary date section, but you definitely
have to use the spiritual information as it shall support you
from 2020 into 2021 and onwards towards 2022. You need
this support to help you through your dimension phases at
this planet Earth, with help from the universe energies. You
know the saying, "God helps those who helps themselves".
So, do you want to know what 'God' is? You are at a point in
your life where you are seeking answers to specific aspects
happening to you. Answers to issues that are of your own
making. Answers to issues that are not of your own making.
Regardless of how this has occurred, your thoughts, search
and journey have led you to here, at the door of the 2020
Ascension Group Diary because you want to help yourself
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with more clarity of your journey. Your 'must have' inclination
shall be guided on this particular 2020 diary companion, as
you begin the process of considering 'out of the box
solutions', OR, as you enter into spirituality techniques +
methods. Ascension practices. Spirit Energy Development.
For you. Inquisitive about spirituality. For you. Experiencing
confusion, missed opportunities + a series of unfortunate
experiences. For you. Embarking on your own spiritual
journey in the North and South Hemisphere. The 2020
Ascension Group Diary is for YOU to decipher your spiritual
encounters, journeys, thoughts + feelings. Plus, how the
spiritual teachings + information are absorbed and initiated
into your daily activities. As you experience unexplained
spiritual awakening + situations. In this year of 2020 you shall
gain new, valuable + must have information when you use the
2020 Ascension Group Diary. The MUST HAVE SPECIAL
texts include the following: + You are given a strong Clearing
Affirmation. + You are given Precaution Numbers. + You are
given Aramaic Prayers and powerful spiritual words. + Plus
more, so that you can better help yourself. The clarifications,
meanings and how to use all of the above, is listed within
your own copy of the 2020 Ascension Group Diary. This is
your chance to decipher real spiritual experiences happening
to you. "God helps those who helps themselves." So, are you
ready to find out what 'God' is? The 2020 Ascension Group
Diary can be used in conjunction with any spiritual ceremony,
practices, rituals and learning. The 2020 Ascension Group
Diary includes practical and easy, development tools +
resources, so that you can help yourself every day. If time is
of the essence and you are looking for the direct, no
nonsense "I will pay whatever it takes to get the job done"
resource, then that is also included in the 2020 Ascension
Group Diary. Serious spiritual people with 'no messing about'
methods. The 2020 Ascension Group Diary provides
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comprehensive information as to how a local Ascension
Group must be created and operated to the benefit of its
members + within the Ascension Group community. The 2020
Ascension Group Diary. Giving you better tools so you can do
this with support, so YOU can cultivate the positive.
Visions from Venus--A Multidimensional Love Story begins
with Shature's descent into the third dimension, then to a new
home in the fourth dimension, and ends with her return to the
third dimension in search of her other half. Fact and fantasy
intertwine in an exciting and inspirational tale of love beyond
all boundaries of time and space.

For the last few years, Samantha "Sam" Taylor has
enjoyed her quiet existence in Northern California.
When vandals start disrupting life in the small town
of Havenbrook, Sam finds herself only mildly
annoyed... until they break into her house. While
cleaning up the mess they left behind, she finds a
family heirloom thought to be buried years ago with
her grandmother, triggering a series of events which
makes her question both her family's history and
who she is. After she reluctantly starts to get to know
her new neighbor Caleb, together they discover the
seemingly random acts of theft and property damage
are actually part of a bigger threat. As they attempt
to make sense of the chaos, the challenges and
losses they face bring each of them to their breaking
point. Forced to flee her home and reveal her past,
Sam learns the only thing that will keep her safe is
the one thing she's fought doing all along - trusting
someone besides herself.
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Ascension Age 2012 & Beyond is about awareness
and awakening. This is a guide book for humankind.
This is the first in a series of books that will assist
everyone. Ascension Age is about being a part of
humankind. Ascension Age is about whole life living.
TJ Thurmond Morris, had an Out of Body (OBE),
Near Death Experience (NDE), and Extraterrestrial
Contact Experience (ECE) that changed her life for
the better. TJ's life is about the passion of sharing
her awareness with all. This book is only one that will
be a journey for others on the spiritual path of
enlightenment.Welcome TJ into your life and you will
find an eternal friend and that you will never be alone
again while on earth. Everyone should add this book
to their personal reference library.
"Our Dear Emissaries to Earth, We come to you in
this NOW to inform you that we will be landing soon,
but only in a frequency of reality in which "Power
Within Self" has replaced all remnants of "Power
Over Others." Hence, the frequency in which we land
will be determined by humanity. We know that those
who live via Power Within are not responsible for
those who linger in the lower dimensional format of
Power Over Others. All that our beloved returnees to
lightbody can do to assist the ones lost to Power
Over, is to send them Unconditional Love and Violet
Fire. Then you must release them from your
consciousness, as it is their decision to awaken or
remain asleep within a reality of fear and domination.
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By remaining in the format of fear and domination
they will have chosen to attach their lower states of
consciousness to the remnants of Gaia's Lower
Astral Plane. The Lower Astral Plane is much like
the cellar of an old house that has been abandoned.
This "old house" is being renovated from the "roof"
down. As the "house" is renovated, the frequency
rate will expand into higher dimensions that are not
accessible to those who choose to live in the
darkness of the cellar among that which has been
long ago been stored and forgotten. In other words,
as our awakening ones remember to forget the lost
ones, their consciousness will expand beyond
"frequency range of experience" of those lost to the
"cellar." Hence, the lost ones will remain in the
lowest planes of existence, while the ascending ones
align with higher and higher frequencies of reality.
Eventually, the frequency of the planet will be so
wonderfully high that the lower astral plane will be
shed from Gaia's body. Just as an animal takes on a
heavy fur coat for the long, cold winter and sheds it
in the spring, Gaia will shed Her heavy, Lower Astral
Plane. As She returns to Her beloved fifth
dimensional frequency, She will first shed the density
of the Lower Astral Plane and, eventually, shed all of
remnants of Her third and fourth dimensional
planetary body. As we have often said, Gaia is an
extremely loving Mother. Therefore, as long as She
carries any remnants of third/fourth dimensional
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time, She will provide a place where her lost ones
can decide to enter into the Light."
"Thomas Wingfold, Curate or The Curate's
Awakening" is the first novel of the series that begins
with the story of a compliant and lifeless curate in the
Church of England and the profound changes that
happen in his life and the people around him.
Thomas Wingfold is a clergyman who is losing belief
in the faith, but he goes through many
transformations as the story unfolds. "Paul Faber,
Surgeon or The Lady's Confession" is the sequel to
The Curate's Awakening and it tells the story of a
village doctor and a proven atheist. His friend and
village curate, Thomas Wingfold is trying to bring him
closer to the Church, but constantly ends up failing in
those attempts. Doctor believes that only victories
and tragedies of life can bring one to Jesus.
However, after one accident, Faber saves life of a
beautiful woman and they fall in love, but her secret
past comes in between. "There and Back or The
Baron's Apprenticeship" is the third and final novel
that completes the series. Another story about
finding faith in God follows a life-changing journey of
Baron Richard from skeptical atheist to a true
believer. The main character sets quite an example
of manhood for young people. George MacDonald
(1824-1905) was a Scottish author, poet, and
Christian minister. He was a pioneering figure in the
field of fantasy literature and the mentor of fellow
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writer Lewis Carroll. His writings have been cited as
a major literary influence by many notable authors
including W. H. Auden, C. S. Lewis, J. R. R. Tolkien,
Walter de la Mare, E. Nesbit and Madeleine L'Engle.
This is Book One of the Ascension Rays Series. The
Ascension Rays Book Series was created by Reiki
Master Teacher and Lightarian Ray Practitioner
Chris Comish as a means to deliver attunements
and accelerate global consciousness world-wide.
The Ascension Rays Series consists of six books:
Empowerment, Clearing, Healing, Activation,
Manifestation and Source Connection. Each book
has been designed to deliver one specific Lightarian
Ray Client Attunement. Please read Book One,
Empowerment, prior to reading the other books in
the series and please wait seven days between Ray
Attunements to allow for integration of the energies.
This is a powerful series which is being shared with
readers world-wide for the increased acceleration of
Global Awakening and Universal Consciousness that
is needed in these times of intense change and
transformation.
This is Book Two of the Ascension Rays Series. The
Ascension Rays Book Series was created by Reiki
Master Teacher and Lightarian Ray Practitioner
Chris Comish as a means to deliver attunements
and accelerate global consciousness world-wide.
The Ascension Rays Series consists of six books:
Empowerment, Clearing, Healing, Activation,
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Manifestation and Source Connection. Each book
has been designed to deliver one specific Lightarian
Ray Client Attunement. Please read Book One,
Empowerment, prior to reading the other books in
the series and please wait seven days between Ray
Attunements to allow for integration of the energies.
This is a powerful series which is being shared with
readers world-wide for the increased acceleration of
Global Awakening and Universal Consciousness that
is needed in these times of intense change and
transformation.
Awakening is Book One of A Trilogy of
Transformation. It is an empowering tool to help you
realize your Divine Magnificence. This book,
although auto-bioraphical, is a hand book of practical
guidance for any who read it. Woven within the story
are the transformational healing applications, as well
as exercises and modalities of one persons magical
journey to enlightenment. Awakening is the first book
of the road map for "Ascension The Trilogy of
Transformation"... How to Live Heaven on Earth"!
Within the story is the guidance given to Eloryia from
the Angels, in particular, the Archangels Michael and
Raphael, the Ascended Masters, the Dolphins and
other magical beings of light, to share with all of
mankind. So that you, as well any other individual,
can easily and gracefully shift from paralyzing fear
into unconditional love! Giving you the freedom of
self expression so that you can change your life for
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the better, forever! The Awakening, is recommended
for all those that are just beginning their spiritual path
and are realizing their value and worth through selflove and self-trust, as well as for those who may
have lost faith and need a reminder of the truth of
the soul they are and what their soul mission is. If
you are ready to learn how to listen to your spiritual
guidance, trust your intuition and follow your heart,
so you may get out of your rut by transforming your
every day life from the mundane muck into magical
miracles.... this is the book for you!
The journey of the first few books in this series
flowed from the Pleiades to Earth and back again
over several generations of Pleiadians that were
human and humans that were Pleiadian. Book 4
presents a possible reality in which both humans and
Pleiadians, with the help of Mytrian and the
Arcturian, could serve in unity to transcend a planet.
It Is The NOW is a "science fiction" that presents a
possible reality of "scientific fact." Join us on our
inter-galactic and inter-dimensional travels that bring
us back to creating a new home.
They should've never taken her. Now, she's going to
show them just what happens when you get between
a woman and her mates.After being caught by the
Overlord, Aria is sent back to Earth with her memory
wiped. But, the mental suppression isn't strong
enough to control her forever. Bit by bit, it begins to
crack.Until, finally, she remembers... The arena. Her
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mates. The hundreds of slaves she'd sworn to
free.She remembers everything.With the
suppression constantly trying to drag her under, she
struggles to distinguish what's real and what isn't.
But one thing she knows for sure: she must find a
way to leave Earth and get back to the alien slave
planet.The Overlord should've killed her when he
had the chance because nothing will keep her from
returning to Tirox and Kix. When she gets back,
she's going to take him down, claim her mates, then
take over the planet. Who said plotting world
domination was only for the bad guys?Sometimes, to
be the hero, you have to get your hands dirty. But,
not everything is as it seems. And when she finds
out the truth, it could change everything...Aria's
Ascension is a full-length SFR novel that was
previously published as Taken. Please DO NOT
repurchase if you've already purchased the original
version of Taken. It is the second book in a new
series set in the same universe as the Chosen
Series by Stacy Jones
Teenagers with super powers must try to stop a
villain who has travelled from the past in order to
irreversibly alter reality.
This mind-expanding, spiritually inspiring journey into
the heart of creation will elevate and expand your
awareness as a multi-dimensional being. Through
the daily revelations, powerful initiations, energetic
activations, and audio and video downloads
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available to enhance your experience, this 10-day
immersion program awakens a life-changing
awareness of the Oneness of all life that deepens
your connection to your own divine nature and the
world around you. In this second book of the Up!
trilogy, Suzanne Ross takes you on a virtual journey
to witness the unfolding of creation from the first
thought in infinity to the expansion of eternity. You
will learn how you can experience yourself as a
hologram of your eternal soul that has been
fragmented into many time and space dimensions.
Through this powerful journey of revolutionary insight
and wisdom, you are gifted with the tools to reunite
all of your soul aspects and embrace your highest
potential and fullest expression of who you are as
both physical manifestation and an eternal being.
Along the way, you will discover how the
fundamental patterns of creation are mastered by
mind and how the power of Creator-consciousness
brings matter into form through sound, visualization,
and pure intention.During this 10-day excursion, you
are invited to embark on a virtual adventure into the
ancient past of our Mayan and Egyptian ancestors.
The guided tours take you to magnificent
monuments left behind by our ancestors and explore
ancient beliefs that reveal the true nature of our
connection to celestial beings. This deeper
understanding of our ancestral past holds clues and
answers to the timeless questions of who we really
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are and why we are here. In awakening to who we
are as eternal divine beings existing through
immeasurable millennia, we can experience the
knowing, being, and expansion of our true nature
within. From this deeper place of knowing, it also
becomes clear that love is the most powerful force in
all of creation. It's what created us. It's what unites
us, and it is what reunites us with the divine source
of our very existence.
MJ takes you on a further journey of Ascension with
this, her 4th Book. Author of Lighting the Way to
Ascension Trilogy, she shares her visionary ideas
and poetry, along with uplifting images to assist you
in your spiritual awakening. As the Divine Feminine
returns to this plane of existence, it brings with it the
harmony and balance that has been missing since
the fall of Grace. As the Divine Mother energies
return along with the heightened Christ
Consciousness upon the Earth, the vibrations of love
are rising exponentially, and Mother Earth and her
inhabitants prepare to Ascend into the 5th
Dimension... to a place where only love, light and
peace exist... We are all powerful Creators, returning
Heaven to Earth in this the Eternal now moment.
The 2nd Book in a Trilogy on Lighting the Way to
Ascension. MJ takes you on a further journey into
the knowledge of the newly activated 8th Chakra ~
The Well of Wisdom. With ties to the ancient
Egyptians and the secrets of the Ankh, it also
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connects with the Chalice of the Holy Grail. MJ
shares her love and wisdom upon the pages in her
poems and pictures to uplift and inspire, awakening
your Sacred Heart and the love you are here to be
Sven Heck gives us a fascinating journey of opening
into higher realms of multidimensional
Consciousness..." - Penney Peirce, Author of
Transparency, Frequency and Leap of Perception
"Living in Brilliance is a fabulous spiritual odyssey...
Return to it. Read it again, let it resonate and
enlighten your Life." - Thomas Zinser, Ed.D. Author
of Soul Centered Healing New Edition Follow your
Higher Calling, expand your potential and live a Life
of Greatness Now it is time to listen to your true
calling and start following the Truth of living as the
great Energy Being you truly are - an awakening
Soul on the journey of realizing multidimensional
Consciousness and Enlightenment. It is time now to
wake up from the illusion of limitation, frustration and
negativity by connecting to higher Self and the inner
Wisdom of Creation. Learn what is Soul
Awakening... This unique book ultimately invites you
to go beyond all your limitations, accessing nothing
less than Infinity. Exploring how to have a spiritual
awakening is the key to your full potential and your
ability to multidimensional transformation, spiritual
healing and full DNA activation. These messages will
change your Life forever... In this powerful guide you
learn about Sven's breathtaking story of healing,
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spiritual awakening and his authentic Life-Journey of
becoming initiated into the higher teachings of
Cosmic Consciousness and the multidimensional
Self. You connect with the supernatural aspects of
your own Spirit and learn that Ascension is possible
for everyone who is ready to go the Path. Coming
into contact with the powerful Presence of eternal
Light, Sven experiences soul healing miracles,
learns to navigate dimensions and powerfully
transforms his challenging Life into a fascinating
adventure. He starts to channel the higher
dimensional Being called Adam and writes the
Trilogy of Life series about multidimensional
ascension and the gradual alignment with Divine
Life... Multidimensional Consciousness is the Key...
Adam is a highly evolved non-physical
Consciousness and the beautiful teachings are easy
to integrate Principles of Life, yet they bring the
universal Cosmic Force of Love, Grace and
Fulfillment. They enable us to activate our
multidimensional awareness and finally remember
who we truly are - Powerful Souls and Master Beings
with the magnificent potential to raise our vibratory
frequencies and with it to elevate Reality profoundly.
Multidimensional Thinking and Spiritual Awakening
are the Entrance into a new Reality of Simplicity,
Beauty, Happiness and Love. By reading Adam's
sacred messages, you open up to the vast energetic
possibilities you have as a Human Being. Accessing
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Higher Reality is a choice for Greatness and with it
you become who you truly are - a Multidimensional
Self, a radiant Energy Being and awakening Human
Consciousness exploring Infinity. You simply
connect to the Source. A deep spiritual journey
towards Divine Truth and Multidimensional Activation
This Book ultimately invites you to go beyond all
your limitations by accessing nothing less than
Infinity. This is your personal invitation from the
universe to change perspectives, to experience your
Greatness and to master your Life beautifully.
New York Times bestselling author David Wilcock's
latest captivating work of nonfiction, exploring new
hidden truths about extraterrestrials, dreams, sacred
science, channeling your Higher Self, and Ascension
What happens when a UFO researcher suddenly
comes into telepathic contact with the very beings he
has been so avidly studying, after years of
increasingly provocative dreams? What happens
when these telepathic "readings" begin predicting
the future with astonishing precision—and speaking
about an incredible upcoming event in which all life
in our solar system will undergo a spontaneous
transfiguration? David Wilcock is a master at
weaving together cutting-edge alternative science,
shocking insider information, and his own personal
experiences to reveal stunning truths about
humanity, positive and negative extraterrestrials, lost
civilizations, and the universe we share. In
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Awakening in the Dream, David once again
combines his extensive research, the Law of One
series, new insider revelations, and his own
connection with the divine to bring humanity closer to
full disclosure than ever before—as well as to help us
activate our full potential on the eve of Ascension. A
New York Times bestselling author, TV personality,
filmmaker, lecturer, and consciousness expert, David
is the perfect person to guide us through the hidden
realities of our world. With its myriad information,
anecdotes, "big picture" comparative analysis with
over six hundred references, and trustworthy
messages channeled directly from the highest-level
angelic sources, including a remarkable set of future
prophecies built into the Great Pyramid itself,
Awakening in the Dream promises to be his most
astounding book yet.
Building on the historical perspective that
characterized the previous book in the trilogy,
Atlantis Rising, this final volume asks readers to
remember that when they decided “to come to this
earth adventure... blowing down the Establishment
Walls would be a Herculean task.” But, she adds,
“Fall they would indeed.” Hastening this necessary
next step in evolution to higher being, says author
Patricia Cori, requires understanding the forces at
work and how to challenge and conquer them. No
More Secrets, No More Lies unmasks the lies that
have been employed to disempower the human
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race, while illuminating the tools necessary for those
who intend to ascend with a revitalized Planet Earth.
Intended as a guide for overcoming the designs of
the dark warriors, and a blueprint for achieving the
absolute freedom that is our true birthright as the
super race of the realm, this provocative book
brilliantly integrates into a larger schema such issues
as media manipulation, racism, dark forces, crop
circles, our food and water, and imminent
extraterrestrial contacts, with the cosmic unfolding of
human awareness and the evolutionary activation of
our complex DNA codes—our blueprint to immortality.
From the Trade Paperback edition.
In this third book in the Lightning Path lesson series
Michael teaches you the foundational concepts and
techniques that will support and drive your spiritual
and mystical awakening. Learn about the importance
of right thought, right action, and right environment.
Learn the three "A's" of spiritual progress. Learn how
to "do what it takes" to prepare the vessel and get
ready for the now inevitable individual and collective
descent of consciousness into the Body --- The
Lightning Path (or simply LP for short) is an
intellectual, emotional, psychological, and spiritual
system of awakening and empowerment (a "mystery
school" if you like, but without all the useless
mystery) designed to help you get of the sinking ship
off the old world and make "the shift" into an
awakened, activated, and ascended state of
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existence. It is sophisticated, straight forward,
powerful, logical, grounded, rational, intellectually
and metaphorically rigorous, politically sophisticated,
empirically verifiable, authentic, and effective. It is
accessible to everyone regardless of race, class,
gender, or education. No requirements are set for
entry and no judgments are made in passage
From the New York Times bestselling author of
Awakening in the Dream comes a book that will take
readers on a surprising and enthralling journey
through the history of the universe, exploring the
great cosmic battle surrounding our own ascension.
David Wilcock’s previous New York Times
bestsellers, The Source Field Investigations and The
Synchronicity Key, used cutting-edge alternative
science to reveal oft-hidden truths about our
universe. In The Ascension Mysteries, David takes
us on a gripping personal journey that describes the
secret cosmic battle between positive and negative
happening every day, hidden in both the traumas of
our own lives and the world’s headlines. Through
his contact with a positive higher intelligence behind
the UFO phenomenon, groundbreaking scientific
information, and data from high-ranking government
whistle-blowers, David reveals that the earth is now
on the front lines of a battle that has been raging
between positive and negative extraterrestrials for
hundreds of thousands of years. The Ascension
Mysteries explores the towering personal obstacles
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David overcame to unlock the great secrets of our
universe and looks ahead to what this battle means
for each of us personally. By unifying ancient texts
from a variety of religions with scientific data and
insider testimony, David presents a stunning
conclusion—that Earth is on the verge of a massive
cosmic event that will transform matter, energy,
consciousness, and biological life as we now know it
and will utterly defeat the great villains of our time.
This fourth book in the Essence Path series,
"Timeline Collapse and Universal Ascension: The
Future of Third Dimensional Earth and Fifth
Dimensional Terra," continues an extraordinary
journey into higher levels of spiritual guidance,
awakening and the metaphysical world. The first part
of the two-part book provides detailed information
concerning the collapse and regeneration of the
current Third Dimensional timeline on Earth. It
details predictions of major world events, including
the advent and aftermath of World War III as well as
other cataclysmic global transformations seen to
occur on the future timeline of Earth between now
and the year 2569. It also gives insight into why
there is a widening rift on Earth between those Souls
destined to continue incarnating in lifetimes on Third
Dimensional Earth and those destined to Ascend to
a Fifth Dimensional version of Earth known as the
planet Terra. Part Two of the book opens an
unprecedented window into the ongoing Ascension
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of Human Angelic Souls to higher dimensional fields
and provides a first look at lifetimes and galactic
events seen on the future timeline of the Fifth
Dimensional planet Terra.Almost two decades of
telepathic work has led to the astounding revelations
compiled in the Essence Path series. Like the first
three books in the Essence Path series, "Discovering
Your Essence Path" Books One and Book Two and
"The System Lords and the Twelve Dimensions," the
latest book in the series, "Timeline Collapse &
Universal Ascension: The Future of Third
Dimensional Earth and Fifth Dimensional Terra,"
continues a riveting journey into the multidimensional nature of the Universe and the Soul,
providing new and unique levels of higher spiritual
guidance and awakening.
Join Legon and Sasha in the second book in the
Legon series. Mere weeks after the battle at the
Precipice, Legon and Sasha find themselves thrown
into the world of being the heads of a great house.
Join them as they delve into a new world, completely
different from the one they grew up in, and as they
unravel an Iumenta plot that will shake everyone in
the land. Come along with Keither and Sara as they
set out to makes lives for themselves. This story
spans land, sea and air as our heroes fight to
conquer evil and fulfill their destinies. The Legon
Series Legon Awakening Legon Ascension Legon
Restoration
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There is a river of light, pure intelligence and love
within each of us. When the river flows in its fullness,
unimpeded from head to toe, we feel successful,
happy, fulfilled and awake to our true nature as
eternal, timeless beings. Unfortunately, often the
river is merely a trickle. Returning to Oneness
reveals the limitations that restrict the flow of light in
the body and mind and shows us how to awaken
more permanently to our full potential by using a
series of simple keys, which are based in the ancient
teachings of non-duality.Presented here in a clear,
easy, user-friendly form, the Seven Keys (now Eight)
offer a path out of our confusion and angst. Never
before have the teachings of love, wisdom and unity
consciousness been so greatly needed as they are
now, as tools for navigating these extraordinary
times of rapid, accelerating change.As revealed in
this much-anticipated third edition, Earth and
humanity are opening to new levels of spiritual
power and awareness. We are experiencing a
complex re-working of our old energy system into a
dramatically new one that allows the physical body
to tap fully into its vast multidimensionality. This
radical overhaul of the body's subtle-physical
anatomy heralds the emergence of both a
completely new, integrated human being and a
whole new planetary energy system. By activating
and developing our direct connection to Source, we
can not only survive but thrive amidst the challenges
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of today, including the assaults of our increasingly
stressful, chaotic and toxic environment.This book
contains many practical exercises, prayers and
meditations to help us reach new, ascended states
of consciousness-and live healthy, productive and
fulfilling lives.
Discover what is held in the balance for all of
mankind in the conclusion of the trilogy series titled
The Sovereign. In book three called Ascension, a
plague ravishes humanity where an inoculation that
doubles as an implant and cure is traded for an
individuals registration to the Luciferian rebellion. As
the globe falls to a manufactured epidemic every
person is forced into choosing life or death by
acceptance or denial of a pledge. The Council of
New Eden bear's witness helplessly as mass
suffering is unleashed by The Shadow as
Constantine. Death sweeps across the entire planet
with the eruption of a solar flare caused by the arrival
of Wormwood. The the battle of self is occurring in
all dimensions. It is displayed in the further
tribulations experienced by the arrival of the Sun's
binary twin as a red dwarf. Yet the Council of New
Eden still has its hopes rested on the triumph of our
heroes and the mission they have been sent to
execute by a "higher authority." Having penetrated
the underground lairs of The Corporation's base in
Antarctica, Sci and his crew enter a world never
breached by humans. The underground cities of The
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Son's Of The Serpent are vast and never ending.
The creature ruled and enslaved man from below
residing in the bowels of the Earth's crust since time
in memorial. The Moon defectors success or failure
in their missions objective will have a direct effect on
Lance and his predicament to include all those given
the implant. Lance is held in the Star Chamber run
by The Corporation that imprison only the people
that threaten to crack the icy grip of the power
structures that rule humanity. His "spiking" is picked
up on their radar which alerts the highest authorities
of his potential to cause the tipping point that could
help to usher in a new era. Placed before the enemy
that wish to break him and force him to register
himself back into their system, he is subjected to
sophisticated psychological tortures perfected by
The Corporation. The fate of humanities bondage or
liberation is held in the balance by the choices our
players will make on a stage that will effect the
outcome of a battle being fought in every dimension.
A plague, the return of the Sun's twin, and The
Shadows plan for forcing humanity to register to the
Luciferian Rebellion are brought to a spellbinding
conclusion in Ascension. "The Sovereign is a bold
blend of science fiction, futuristic utopian novel,
adventure yarn, and treatise on universal spiritual
principles. A courageous first novel, it holds together
as a satisfying page-turner that pays off the reader's
attention." - Philip Goldberg, author of American
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Veda and other books.
Amanda has returned to Tuala and has one of her
two daughters whereas the other one is still in
danger. As a last resort, Amanda must put her faith
in Jehoban and learn to harness the power of the
elemental energy to renew her quest. By moving to
the island of Durseni Amanda finally receives a lead
of her daughter's whereabouts which will eventually
lead her back home to Earth.
In Waking the Goddess, Book Two of the Body
Ascension Series, Angela courageously shares the
gifts of her deep exploration of the creative and
sexual energy, as she opens the circuitry within her
body through Explosive Sexual Healing and G-spot
orgasm. The opening of the pathways within her
body and the activation of the sacred feminine Shakti
energy initiates her into the deepest transformation
of her life, as this awakened energy draws her to her
Twin Flame. Many believe in the fairy tale concept of
happily-ever-after when Twin Flames meet, but the
truth is much different. While the gift of eternity is
literally experienced in a single meeting of the eyes,
it is also the most intense catalyst of spiritual
awakening one can imagine. Anything that stands
between where you are and true unconditional love
gets served up for incineration. Every illusion and
false belief around relationship, love, sex, money
and religion rises to be transmuted on behalf of self
and the collective. Angela's extensive training in
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esoteric and yogic practice poises her to handle
deep cellular, mental, emotional and spiritual lessons
as she literally transmutes millennia of feminine pain
and illusion through her very body. Despite barriers
that are destined to keep them apart, Angela and her
twin Max are drawn together by a tractor beam of
divine eternal love, and walk bravely into the flames
of transformation, trusting a higher purpose within
the blueprint of the true divine union. The gifts are as
immense as the pain as they swing in the polarity of
human experience, discovering the meaning of
divine union in the act of unifying the polarity into
oneness. Ultimately twins find each other to embody
unconditional love and awaken to their roles of being
in service to humanity. This is the most raw and
naked sharing of truth as Angela bares it all in every
way imaginable, reaching deeper levels of
authenticity in her quest to inspire all others to the
courage to be their truest, most authentic selves.
This is Book Six of the Ascension Rays Series. The
Ascension Rays Book Series was created by Reiki
Master Teacher and Lightarian Ray Practitioner
Chris Comish as a means to deliver attunements
and accelerate global consciousness world-wide.
The Ascension Rays Series consists of six books:
Empowerment, Clearing, Healing, Activation,
Manifestation and Source Connection. Each book
has been designed to deliver one specific Lightarian
Ray Client Attunement. The first five Lightarian Rays
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attunements are prerequisites for receiving the
Source Ray. Please read the first five books prior to
reading Book Six, Source Connection. This is a
powerful series which is being shared with readers
world-wide for the increased acceleration of Global
Awakening and Universal Consciousness that is
needed in these times of intense change and
transformation.
We are now living in the tumultuous Time of Change,
a period of worldwide uncertainty and chaos, both
physically and spiritually. In this unpredictable time
of both global revolution and personal
transformation, can we skillfully adjust and thrive
while safely acclimating to the ongoing changes?
The Ascended Masters offer a path of spiritual
protection and evolution in this fifth book of the
Golden City Series, Temples of Consciousness. The
journey from our first whiff of self-conscious
awareness to life in a state of spiritual liberation is
the "Ascension Process"--a process that contains
numerous noteworthy spiritual passages that
awaken, shock, confirm, align, and inevitably
empower the human to HU-man evolution. This time
of personal spiritual growth and global change
alongside activating Golden Cities is known as the
"Great Awakening." The lessons in these pages help
us to nurture and expand our newfound awareness.
Learn how to release genetically held fear and how
every negative situation we encounter is an
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opportunity to learn through polarity--making sense
out of the senseless and finding balance within
turmoil. Also included are suggestions to attune our
diet and break negative addictions while cultivating
compassion, especially for self.
Set in a world that is not our own, Legon Awakening
takes you through an epic journey into a land full of
wonderment, illusion, and innovation. Legon is a
simple young man in the small town of Salmont, a
town in the center of the Empire that few know about
and even fewer care about. All he wishes to do is to
start his own butcher shop and take care of his
adopted sister and family. Legon is not from Salmont
and echoes from his parents past are coming up to
haunt him. Legon finds himself being caught in the
war that claimed his biological parents lives and now
threatens everything he has. He must flee from
everything he knows and journey to land of his
ancestors to keep all that he loves safe. The Legon
Series Legon Awakening Legon Ascension Legon
Restoration
A Master Astral Traveler who has a day job as an
Egyptologist, takes us on a journey into a possible
future in which humanity reaches full consciousness.
Fascinating reading for these times of accelerating
change...
The Awakening ClanAscension SeriesKima Global
Publishers
The Rose Scripts are a series of channeled Light
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Language scripts and messages in English from
Divine Light Beings to assist with the ascension and
awakening of the collective consciousness. These
messages and codes are meant to enlighten and
activate the individual on multiple levels.
Inner Calling has 2 main sections Ascension and
Development. The ascension section has 7 sections
that covers the ascension journey; Introduction,
Stages, Healing, Release, Energy, Activation, and
Transformation. Each section is full of articles, selfhelp tips, exercises for self-development, and
meditations. Have you ever wondered what is going
on and why you are experiencing so many changes
within your physical body and within your life? Do
you ask yourself what is the Ascension? Why is it
happening? How will it affect me? What can I do to
help my ascension? 'Inner Calling' offers you a
golden key to unlock your inner power through a
series of ascension articles, spiritual development
exercises, and meditations to aide you on your
ascension journey, and life path. This book will help
you to understand the stages, what to expect, what
you can do to help your ascension, as well as offer
you guidance for your spiritual development, and
soul path.
In Activating the Starseed, the second book in the
Star-Seeded Ascension series, Amy shares her
awakening and ascension experiences.
Accompanied by the Archangel realm and star
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guides, the relayed messages bring readers up close
and personal with the ascension process, sharing
pertinent information regarding the light body and
Earth's ascension. This invaluable text supports
Lightworkers and Starseeds in their path of
remembrance and the activation of their light body
and star-seed. This book holds written and
energetically coded messages from star councils
and the Archangels. "I pretty much cried through
many of the chapters, it was almost like a code of
remembering my light and my assignment here on
the earth plane at this time of 'now'." -Karina
Olszweski, Canada "Activating The Starseed goes
straight to the heart of enlightenment. I found that it
offered practical steps toward raising one's
frequency and understanding our energetic bodies,
along with a nearly palpable energy that worked on
other levels as I read the book. I truly enjoyed the
chance to go along on Amy and Connie's journey
toward discovery as their friendship grew and as
their insight from the councils strengthened and
came together. As a whole, this book is a refreshing
yet profound reminder that we are not alone, that we
are here during this time frame for a reason, and that
our light is spreading and taking root. I feel that this
book will serve as a priceless tool toward the
awakening, activation, and ascension of all who are
led to it!" -Lindsay Golden Johnson, USA "This is a
greeting for you the reader, as we welcome you to
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this book, to these teachings, and into these
understandings. Please know that as you continue in
your journeys of raising your vibrations and sharing
your light, you are supported by the love divine. It is
through your intentions and activations that your
desired ascensions will relate your imparted
knowledge, understandings, and remembrances. For
once the light body is activated and the star seed (for
those who are seeded) ignited, memories of your
soul's origin and purposes will unfold. Surfacing from
your mind, the subconscious, you will begin having
recollections and innate, instinctually guided,
instructions as the light codes within your being relay
their formulated plans and your desires; the desires
that you set forth upon yourself prior to this
incarnation. And so it is at this time that we greet
you, with love and in love. It is at this time that we
say hello and extend a greeting to you from us, who
are of the stars, of your home and of your space of
origin." -The Council of 8 Starseeds, Lightworkers,
Earth Angels, Indigo, Crystal and Rainbow children,
Energy Healers and those awakening to the
extrasensory worlds around them will benefit from
the information and messages found in Activating
the Starseed. Activating the Starseed is written from
a Starseed perspective for all Lightworkers,
Starseeds, Earth Angels, and those in their journey
towards ascensions and enlightenment, including the
Indigo, Crystal, and Golden Children. Throughout the
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pages, Amy brings through messages from her
higher-self, three council bodies, and the archangel
realms that focus on healing the energetic body and
increasing its vibrational frequencies. The councils
ask all Lightworkers, Starseeds, and those who are
awakened and spiritually guided, to consider the
teachings of this book and its foundational principles
for ascension. -About the Author- After a lifechanging awakening, Amy came to recall gifts and
abilities that she uses to support and assist others.
As a Nurse, Hypnotherapist, Reiki Master, and
Forsyth Crystal Light Table Practitioner, she assists
clients worldwide through energy healing, energetic
assessments, and readings. Amy works closely with
higher dimensional beings and is a mentor for the
awakening Starseed as connects in with star
councils for information that supports the clients' life
missions.
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